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Socks from Norway
Over 40 Knitting Patterns Inspired by Traditional Norwegian 
Designs
NINA GRANLUND SÆTHER
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Format Paperback 277 x 210 mm
Extent 200 pages
Illustrations 114 Colour illustrations; 42 Black & white illustrations; 

76 Charts
Publisher Search Press
Classification Knitting Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America

Description
Over 40 sock designs to knit for men, women and children, inspired by the beautiful traditional folk patterns found across Norway, by 
Nina Granlund Sæther, author of Mittens from Norway.

Discover sock designs based on traditional Norwegian patterns and techniques from all across Norway and learn the fascinating stories 
behind them. The book includes a captivating collection of archive images that the author has lovingly collated from museums all over 
Norway, and the contemporary interpretation of each design is accompanied by a fascinating account of the story behind it.

There are over 40 projects to choose from, for men, women and children, and all include clear instructions, charts and stunning 
photography. In addition, there is advice on different sizes and yarns, along with six alternative ways to knit heels and toes.

Whether you choose to knit your way around Norway or make a single pair for yourself or for a special person, these socks are quick to 
knit, are wearable all year round and are stunning, heritage garments that will last you for many years to come. 

Key Selling Points
Sequel to Saether's fascinating book, Mittens from Norway.
Explore centuries of Scandinavian sock-knitting history.
Dozens of classic patterns and designs from Norway, lovingly researched and recreated for contemporary knitters.
Beautiful photographs and easy-to-read pattern charts, along with advice on yarns, sizing and adjusting the toes and heels.

About The Author
Nina Granlund Sæther grew up in Asker, Norway, just outside Oslo. Her love and interest for knitting, sewing, embroidery and crochet 
started before going to school. She is educated as a craft teacher, and worked for a short time in high school. In 1987 she started her 
career as a journalist for Norsk Husflid, a Norwegian Arts and Crafts Magazine. Today she is an Editor-in-Chief at Hus & Bolig, a 
magazine about houses and property. In 2013 she was honoured for her work by The Norwegian Specialised Press Association.

Sæther has written several books about arts and crafts, and also designs for some Norwegian magazines. Making Cushions and Pillows is 
her first book published outside Norway. She is creating original and visually striking craft in a Scandinavian-influenced tradition.
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Abstract Acrylics
New approaches to painting nature using acrylics with mixed 
media
WALTRAUD NAWRATIL

Publication March 2019
Price £12.99
ISBN 9781782216506
Format Paperback 225 x 225 mm
Extent 112 pages
Illustrations 140 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Acrylics;  Painting & Drawing: Other
BIC CODE/S WFA, AGZ
SALES REGIONS WORLD
 

 

Description
Learn how to combine acrylics with mixed-media techniques to create 27 expressive, abstract paintings inspired by nature.

In her brand new book, bestselling artist and acrylic expert Waltraud Nawratil presents her novel approaches and techniques in acrylic 
painting. From exciting mixing techniques with spray paints, photo transfers and painting knives, as well as collage, imprint and 
watercolour techniques, you can learn to create her beautiful abstract landscapes and portraits inspired by nature. 

Nawratil's innovative techniques are explained in a clear, understandable way and will stimulate you to try out her methods using acrylics 
on your own canvass. This is expressive art inspired by nature – rediscover acrylic painting with creative mixing techniques!

Key Selling Points
Best-selling author and artist Waltraud Nawratil's previous book Abstract Nature (2016) has sold over 11,000 copies.
Explores new and innovative techniques for using acrylics combined with mixed media, including spray painting, photo transfer, 
collage, knife work and watercolour. 
Includes 27 step-by-step projects and numerous examples of the author's work.
An inspirational book for artists of all abilities wishing to explore new ways of interpreting nature through abstract art.

About The Author
Waltraud has always been inspired by the natural world, choosing subjects from her surroundings with vibrant and attractive colours. She 
began her artistic career with watercolours before moving on to experiment with other techniques and media. Waltraud has worked as a 
freelance painter since 1995 and today she offers painting courses combining watercolour and acrylic painting techniques. She 
encourages her students to attempt variations on ordinary subjects in order to gradually develop their own style. Waltraud works from 
her own studio near where she lives in Schönering, Upper Austria. Some of her pieces are available via the artists’ platform International 
Graphics. For more information go to www.waltraud-nawratil.at
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Folk Embroidered Felt Birds
20 modern folk art designs to make & embellish
CORINNE LAPIERRE

Publication March 2019
Price £9.99
ISBN 9781782216988
Format Paperback 222 x 222 mm
Extent 96 pages
Illustrations 240 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Felt;  Hand Embroidery;  Textile Craft: Other
BIC CODE/S WFBC, AFW, WFB
SALES REGIONS WORLD

Description
20 beautiful folk embroidered felt birds to make and display.

Popular author Corinne Lapierre creates a charming range of 20 exquisite folk embroidered felt birds. Including a swan, a hen, a goose, a 
partridge, an owl, a dove, a peacock and a flamingo. Beautifully made in lovely, soft colours, the birds are filled with toy stuffing and 
embellished with folk-style surface embroidery in different-coloured threads. The stitches include chain stitch, feather stitch, fly stitch, 
running stitch, blanket stitch, French knots and satin stitch. There are also bead and sequin embellishments on some birds.

The book includes lovely, hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations and there are same-size templates at the back of the book for all the 
designs. The birds all have optional ribbon hangers for display.

Key Selling Points
Easy-to-make stuffed felt birds using small amounts of felt.
Great for gifting for any occasion, these projects are quick, easy and fun to make with minimal outlay on materials. 
Suitable for beginners to crafting.
Pretty bead and sequin embellishments are also used.
All the embroidery stitches used have clear, step-by-step instructions and photographs.
The book includes full-size templates for the birds.
Small size and portability makes these projects perfect for crafting on the go.

About The Author
Corinne Lapierre developed a passion for crafts and textiles from a very young age, and has always had an avid desire to learn about 
traditional techniques such as weaving, dyeing, silk painting and embroidery. She studied Fine Art in France before moving to the UK to 
study Fashion Design in Manchester. After working as a fashion designer for a few years, Corinne studied millinery, through which she 
discovered felt and its many qualities. In 2009 Corinne started her own craft business as a felt maker and quickly realized there was a 
demand for craft kits using good-quality, natural materials. Her company, based in an old Baptist school in Leeds, UK, sells an expanding 
range of craft kits and patterns designed for adults and children. Corinne makes regular appearances on Create & Craft TV and lives in 
Yorkshire with her partner, their three children and two cats. Visit her website www.corinnelapierre.com.
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Weaving with Little Handmade 
Looms
Make Your Own Mini Looms & Weave 25 Exquisite Projects
HARUMI KAGEYAMA

Publication March 2019
Price £12.99
ISBN 9781782216902
Format Paperback 260 x 210 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations 750 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Weaving;  Knotting & Braiding
BIC CODE/S WFG, WFC
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America

Description
Weaving is more popular than ever, so why not join the biggest trend – in miniature.

Discover over 20 cute projects to weave in this beautiful book by multi-crafter Harumi Kageyama, from home decor essentials such as 
table mats and tiny wall hangings through to must-have accessories with brooches, card cases, rings and purses. All projects are friendly 
for weaving with both traditional and unconventional fibres. You can try different materials, from classic yarn to more novel materials 
such as ribbon, suede and pipe cleaners – don't be afraid to change it up for a whole different look!

Small projects mean small looms, and Harumi shows how easy these are to make with just a few materials you can find at home. Learn 
how to make your own portable weaving loom – circular and rectangular – with everyday materials like cardboard, paper, pins, wood 
and nails, and each one includes fully illustrated step-by-step instructions. In addition, these do-it-yourself looms are perfect for crafting 
on the go, and are mini enough to take with you as a portable travel craft or outside pastime. 

With just a small selection of basic materials, you’ll be weaving on your handmade loom in no time.

Key Selling Points
Over 20 tiny projects to weave.
Discover how to use different materials to create a unique design, from classic yarn to ribbon, suede and pipe cleaners.
Learn how to make your own mini portable weaving loom – circular and rectangular – with the help of Harumi's fully illustrated step-
by-step instructions.
Small size and portability makes these looms and designs perfect for crafting on the go.
Weaving is a very popular craft, with a wide variety of online and brick-and-mortar stores selling fibres and materials for woven 
projects.

About The Author
Harumi Kageyama graduated in art and design at the Nihon University College in Japan. After initially pursuing an editorial career, 
working for magazines and journals in a variety of fields, Harumi decided to return to her first love and began designing and making 
handcrafted items in cloth, wires and more. Her work focuses on simple materials such as wool, fabric and driftwood, and she places 
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great value on designs that are simple and sustainably sourced.

Harumi now writes a successful blog in Japan and runs regular workshops on weaving and other crafts. She is also the author of several 
textile and handmade, eco-friendly interior design books published in Japan, and her work is slowly becoming recognized worldwide. 
Harumi lives in Osaka, Japan. 
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great value on designs that are simple and sustainably sourced.

Harumi now writes a successful blog in Japan and runs regular workshops on weaving and other crafts. She is also the author of several 
textile and handmade, eco-friendly interior design books published in Japan, and her work is slowly becoming recognized worldwide. 
Harumi lives in Osaka, Japan. 
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A Beginner's Guide to Intarsia 
Knitting
11 simple inspiring projects with easy to follow step-by-steps
QUAIL STUDIO

Publication March 2019
Price £9.99
ISBN 9781782213185
Format Paperback 235 x 190 mm
Extent 96 pages
Illustrations 575 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Knitting Techniques
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS WORLD

Description
Learn how to create bright and colourful knits using the intarsia method of colour knitting.

This clear and simple book is ideal for anyone who wants to learn the art of knitting with different coloured yarns. It guides you 
effortlessly through the process of choosing colours, preparing yarn bobbins and working out yarn quantities through to the basic intarsia 
techniques such as joining in new colours and working from charts. There’s even guidance on making your own charts so you can create 
colourful designs of your own.

At the end of the book there is a mouth-watering collection of 11 gorgeous projects including a fox-themed cushion, an eye-catching 
chevron scarf and a show-stopping star blanket – all designed with the beginner in mind.

Whether you prefer vibrant, multi-coloured knits or more muted tones, this easy-to-follow book will teach you all you need to know to 
create contemporary colourwork.

Key Selling Points
Easy-to-follow beginner's guide to knitting intarsia by the design team at Quail Studio.
Learn how to read the charts, understand colour and learn all the necessary techniques to create bright and colourful knits.
11 gorgeous projects included, from cushions and scarves through to sweaters and mittens.
Quail Studio is known for working with big brand names like Vogue and Rowan to create beautiful, contemporary knitwear 
collections.

About The Author
Quail Studio is a group of knitting, crochet and sewing designers, well known for their contemporary style and eye for trends. It is a 
family-owned company, and their shared love of handmade fashion and interior design coupled with their keen knowledge of the 
industry has resulted in a design team skilled in creating beautiful items for people who are passionate about crafting the world over.

The Studio’s reputation for sleek, up-to-the-minute style has led to frequent collaborations with major craft publishers and big brand 
names, such as Vogue and Rowan, to produce stunning, modern patterns that capture their devotion to wearable, fashion-forward 
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designs.

For more information about Quail Studio, please visit their website: www.quailstudio.co.uk | Instagram: @quail_studio | Facebook: 
@quailstudiodesigns
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How to Paint Watercolours
JEREMY FORD

Publication February 2019 (Reissue)
Price £8.99
ISBN 9781782217459
Format Paperback 292 x 216 mm
Extent 64 pages
Illustrations 200 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Watercolour
BIC CODE/S WFA, AFCC
SALES REGIONS WORLD

Description
Jeremy Ford is a master-artist who will show you how to paint beautiful watercolour pictures, starting from initial sketches, through 
simple techniques to completed pictures, ready for display. A reissue of the best-selling How to Paint Water Colour, this book includes 
three comprehensive step-by-step demonstrations and covers a range of subjects from flower portraits to landscapes. Jeremy examines 
the various materials needed; selecting paper, paints, brushes and other painting equipment. A simple colour theory section eliminates 
any mysteries about watercolour paint. 

Key Selling Points
Benefit from the tips and techniques Jeremy has picked up over the years painting in watercolour
Jeremy makes colour theory more accessible to beginners
The previous edition sold over 43,000 copies

About The Author
Jeremy Ford studied graphic design at the Southport College of Art, and Illustration at the Harrow College of Art. He has been a 
freelance illustrator, artist, demonstrator and teacher since 1978 and has illustrated a wide variety of books and greetings cards. He lives 
in Yorkshire and runs popular painting workshops and holidays.
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A Field Guide - Quilts with an 
Angle
New Foolproof Grid Method & Easy Strip Cutting
SHEILA CHRISTENSEN

Publication March 2019
Price £24.99
ISBN 9781617456411
Format Paperback 254 x 203 mm
Extent 176 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher C&T Publishing
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, Australia and 

New Zealand

Description
Triangles, hexagons, diamonds, and more! Learn to measure, rotary cut, and machine piece 60° shapes with ease. Sew 15 interesting 
angular quilts with no templates, no Y-seams, and no paper piecing! Any 60° triangle ruler or straight ruler with a 60° mark works with 
these patterns. Arrange blocks in straight rows or kaleidoscope layouts for wildly different looks. After learning triangle grid basics, you’ll 
be able to design your own angled blocks and quilts.

Key Selling Points
Cut strip-pieced fabric using any 60° triangle ruler or straight ruler with 60° mark.
Arrange blocks in straight rows or kaleidoscope layouts for wildly different looks.
No matter how you arrange your blocks, you can sew them together in straight rows.

About The Author
Sheila Christensen learned to sew clothes as a teenager and later began quilting at the local quilt shop. After a few years of taking every 
class she could, she ended up buying the shop. She lives in rural New Zealand where she owns Quilters' Lane. Visit her website 
www.mysteryquilter.com.
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The Quilter's Negative Space 
Handbook
Step-by-Step Design Instruction and 8 Modern Projects
SYLVIA SCHAEFER

Publication March 2019
Price £22.99
ISBN 9781617456794
Format Paperback 254 x 203 mm
Extent 112 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Imprint Stash Books
Publisher C&T Publishing
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, Australia and 

New Zealand

Description
Break down the process of modern quilt design with scientific design principles. Applying the concept of negative space in eight key 
ways, you’ll start with traditional blocks or quilts and transform them into modern masterpieces, step-by-step. Each chapter teaches skills 
such as removing elements or disintegration, with a quilt project for each technique! Complete with tips on piecing, choosing fabrics, and 
machine quilting for an artistic finish, this book has something for every quilter.

Key Selling Points
Create drama with negative space! Clear, step-by-step illustrations to design your own modern quilts.
Apply 8 clever techniques to transform a traditional block or quilt to a modern one.
Sew 8 projects and get tips on piecing, fabric selection, and quilting the big finish.

About The Author
Sylvia Schaefer is a pattern designer and award-winning quilter. She holds a PhD in Marine Science, and her background in science often 
inspires her quilt designs. Her designs have appeared in magazines and her printed patterns are sold in quilt shops around the world. Visit 
her website www.flyingparrotquilts.com.
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Sweet Stitches
100+ Iron-on Embroidery Designs
ANEELA HOEY

Publication March 2019
Price £16.99
ISBN 9781617458330
Format Paperback 254 x 203 mm
Extent 80 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Imprint Stash Books
Publisher C&T Publishing
Classification Embroidery: Other
BIC CODE/S WFBC
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, Australia and 

New Zealand

Description
100+ embroidery designs from popular designer Aneela Hoey are now available as iron-on transfers, to make applying and using her 
designs a breeze. Transfer and embroider stylish designs from her newest book, Stitch & Sew, as well as dozens of original new designs. 
From small to large, florals to geometrics, this book has it all!

Key Selling Points
Darling designs from best-selling author Aneela Hoey.
Enjoy a huge variety of embroidery transfers in different sizes.
Transfer each image several times.

About The Author
Aneela Hoey studied printed textile design at Winchester School of Art and went on to work at design studios in both London and New 
York. She has created fabric lines for Cloud9 Fabrics and Moda, as well as her own sewing and quilt patterns. She is the author of Little 
Stitches, Stitched Sewing Organisers and Stitch & Sew. Aneela lives in Berkshire, UK with her husband and two daughters.
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10 Easy Stitches
Embroider 30+ Unexpected Projects
ALICIA BURSTEIN

Publication March 2019
Price £20.99
ISBN 9781617457555
Format Paperback 254 x 203 mm
Extent 112 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Imprint Stash Books
Publisher C&T Publishing
Classification Hand Embroidery
BIC CODE/S WFB, WFBC
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, Australia and 

New Zealand

Description
Get your creative juices flowing with the 10 easiest and most popular hand embroidery stitches! Learn how easy it is to stitch on 
unconventional materials like canvas tennis shoes, a denim skirt, or leather bracelets. Each stitch has clear instructions so you can 
embroider 30 unique projects to wear, use, and display. Change up the patterns to fit your unique style, with super-fast designs for the 
impatient sewist and dazzling motifs for slow stitchers.

Key Selling Points
Master 10 simple, versatile hand embroidery stitches, each with clear instructions.
Sew 30+ useful embroidery projects, from household items to clothing and wall art.
Embroider anything! Get expert tips for hand stitching on unusual materials and ready-mades.

About The Author
Alicia Burstein learned cross-stitch at the age of seven and dabbles in almost every craft from painting and needlework to stamping and 
self-publishing colouring books. She has worked as a nurse and a college instructor and currently lives in the San Francisco Bay Area with 
her family.
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Firmament
Stellar Stitches for Your Next Adventure
HUNTER HAMMERSEN

Publication October 2018
Price £19.99
ISBN 9780984998296
Format Paperback 178 x 178 mm
Extent 44 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Pantsville Press
Classification Knitting Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America, Australia and 

New Zealand

Description
Did you ever have such a good time with a project that you were a little sad when it was done? Well that’s exactly what happened with 
author and avid knitter Hunter Hammersen and these hats! She had so much fun with the first one that she didn’t want to stop. So she 
knit another…then another…then one more, each time using the same beautiful technique. Even after that, she still wasn’t done.

So she brought the hat patterns that started her obsession, an introduction to the technique they share, and variations on each of the 
pattern stitches all together into one book.

It’s part pattern book, part technique book, and part stitch dictionary. With it as your guide, you’ll be able to make these amazing hats 
(plus matching cowls), explore the stitch variations included here, or design amazing stitches of your own.

On the inside back cover of every book is a unique code which will allow you to download a PDF version of your copy of the book - just 
follow the instructions. If you are a member of Ravelry (www.ravelry.com), you’ll be able to store the electronic version in your online 
library. (Although a Ravelry membership isn’t required to access the electronic version).

About The Author
Hunter is a knitter and perpetual student living in Cleveland, Ohio. You can find out more about her and her adventures at 
www.violentlydomestic.com.
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New wholesale titles available now 
english paper piecing 

- a stitch in time

English Paper Piecing - 
A Stitch in Time
18 Projects to Inspire With Needle and Thread
SHARON BURGESS

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £18.95
ISBN 9786059192460
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 160 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
A Stitch in Time contains 18 projects, each with a touch of English Paper Piecing combined with embroidery, hand quilting, pretty laces 
and trims - all designed to encourage you to pick up a needle and thread. This book contains projects that will entice you to cut into your 
precious and most treasured fabrics, even repurpose a vintage linen, bringing them to life in projects to share, give as a gift or to just keep 
for yourself. Projects include a Fussy Cut Candle Mat, Vintage Pouch, Baby Quilt, Sewing Accessories and more.

About The Author
Sharon Burgess was born in the United Kingdom and at a young age moved to Australia with her family. Her mother was always at the 
sewing machine making clothes and she has vivid memories of her mum sewing a wedding dress but it was not until Sharon had her 
own children that she thought about her own sewing journey.
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Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
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and trims - all designed to encourage you to pick up a needle and thread. This book contains projects that will entice you to cut into your 
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cross stitch:
floral summer days

Cross Stitch: Floral Summer Days
Lovely Happy Charts
DURENE JONES

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £9.95
ISBN 9786059192217
Format Paperback 225 x 165 mm
Extent 112 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Cross Stitch
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
From picnics to garden themes, this book features lovely, happy cross stitch charts for both beginner and advanced sewers. The featured 
patterns can be used for any number of projects. Many of them are smaller in size and would be ideal for home crafting projects such as 
cards, pictures, cushions, sachet bags, or pincushions. The cohesive floral theme makes it easy for the sewer to create larger and more 
elaborate patterns. Crafters are sure to enjoy this collection of pretty, colourful designs.

About The Author
Durene Jones is a cross stitch designer whose designs have been published in many popular cross stitch magazines. She lives in Durham, 
England.
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Cutest Crochet Creations
16 Cute Amigurumi Toys to Crochet
ALISON NORTH

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192347
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Crochet Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
This book will give you the method, patterns and information on the yarns required to create your own gorgeous fox, bird, doll, dog, 
sheep, bunny and many other cute creatures. A number of the patterns come with quirky little extras such as flower crowns, dresses, and 
other accessories which can be used to personalise your creations. Suitable for absolute beginners and more experienced crocheters with 
step-by-step instructions and high quality photographs to help you create your own cute crocheted collection.

About The Author
Alison North has been designing and crocheting gorgeously cute creations for six years. Specialising in simple and easy to follow patterns 
suitable for beginners and experts alike, she is self-taught and her work has been featured in numerous magazines. She lives in England.
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Delicious Crochet Shawls
21 Stylish Crochet Shawls
LISA COOK

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192453
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Crochet Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
The deliciously inspired patterns in this book have been designed to entice the senses whilst crocheting. From a swirling raspberry ripple 
to a warming gooseberry fool, with a smattering of summer fruit pudding along the way. Not only will your fingers delight in creating 
such sumptuous designs, you’ll almost be able to smell and taste the delectable treats. Lisa Cook has designed the patterns with all skill 
levels in mind, from beginner to the more adventurous crocheter. The book is an excellent way to progress your skills by creating shawls 
with different stitches and shapes. Using the most delicious yarns from Cascade, there’s something for every season.

About The Author
As early as she can remember, Lisa and her brother were always decked out in hand knit and crochet jumpers, hats, scarves and gloves, 
lovingly made by their mum and nana. Her mum and mentor sadly passed away when Lisa was still a child, however, it has been 
something of a comfort to her to carry on developing the skills that her mum taught her. She has always tweaked designs and created 
one-offs of her own when she couldn't find a pattern she liked, so it felt very natural for Lisa to start designing her own patterns. Lots of 
inspiration for her patterns have been gleaned from places where she and her family spend time whilst touring around the UK in their 
caravan. 
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Home Decoration in Crochet
25 Colorful Designs to Brighten Your Home
TANYA EBERHARDT

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192194
Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Crochet Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
This book includes 25 colourful crochet designs for both beginner and advanced crocheters. The range of difficulty will allow all skill levels 
to learn new techniques. All projects are made in bright colours of smooth cotton yarn and include full pattern instructions and charts. 
With inspiring photography, this book will surely encourage creativity and personalisation within the home.

About The Author
Tanya Eberhardt is the designer and editor of the blog Little Things Blogged and a frequent contributor to crochet books and magazines. 
She lives in Greece.
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Knitted Toys
14 Cute Toys to Knit
TATYANA KOROBKOVA

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192156
Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Knitting Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Knitted Toys contains 14 new cute toy projects to knit for your kids and yourself. All techniques are explained with step-by-step photos 
with details for every level of knitter. The instructions are clear and easy to follow. Full-colour photos illustrate each design, and show 
both close-up details and finished pieces. With toys ranging from quick and easy to more complex designs, there’s something for every 
child and every knitter in this book.

About The Author
Tatyana Korobkova is Russian but lives and works in Istanbul, Turkey. She has designed 200 knitting patterns. She specialises in 
amigurumi-style dolls and animals and honey baby blankets. She sells her patterns on Ravelry, Etsy and her website 
www.denizastoysjoys.blogspot.com.
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Little Knits for Little Feet
JODY LONG

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £12.95
ISBN 9786055647698
Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Knitting Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Everyone loves cute baby feet, so what could be more rewarding and enjoyable than knitting for those tiny toes? Both beginner and 
advanced knitters can create boots, shoes, socks, and slippers that work for either boys or girls. The machine washable yarn 
recommended in this book is made from natural fibres so it is soft and gentle against delicate baby skin. With fun, whimsical designs and 
many styles to choose from, the only question will be which project to knit first? 

About The Author
Jody Long (1984) was born in Portsmouth, UK, grew up in Waterlooville, Hampshire, and moved to Malaga, Spain in 2014. For over 
ten years he designed for all the major UK and US knitting magazines, then moved on to design for knitting mills around the globe.
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Little Traveller
10 Small Felt Intrepid Explorers and Over 30 Tiny Travel 
Accessories to Sew
SIMONE GOODING

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192361
Format Paperback 280 x 215 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Sewing
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
The promise of adventure! The rolling hills, a walk by the sea, or rambling through the woods...who knows what we might see, who we 
might meet along the way, or where we will end up? This enchanting book contains step-by-step instructions and diagrams for a 
delightful collection of animals and dolls made from 100% wool hand dyed felt, complete with felt, linen and knitted accessories. You 
will find a Hedgehog and his Sleigh; a Snail who lives in a Mailbox; a Girl and her Bear; A Boy, his Lighthouse and Penguin; a Fox who is 
all ready for his next adventure; and many more. These designs are suitable for most toy makers, each brought to life on the page by one 
of Simone Gooding’s wonderfully whimsical illustrations.

About The Author
Simone Gooding is the designer behind the May Blossom range of toy sewing patterns. Her work can be seen in many magazines 
including Bustle and Sew magazine and Homespun. She lives in Melbourne, Australia.
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Publisher Tuva
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Lovely Little Patchwork
18 Projects to Sew Through the Seasons
KERRI HORSLEY

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192064
Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Patchwork
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
A season gives the perfect reason to sew a lovely patchwork project for you or your loved ones that will be cherished year after year! In 
Lovely Little Patchwork you will find 18 projects to sew while giving your creativity a chance to blossom and bloom. You can stitch a 
lovely pencil pouch for children about to start a new school year. Or when the snowflakes are falling; embroider a sweet vintage inspired 
ice skating girl. Then, as the flowers are blooming and the fresh smell of spring is in the air, you can learn a new technique of hand 
sewing yo-yos and then create a pretty garden apron. When the warmer weather arrives and the sound of waves are upon you; stitch up 
a patchwork sailboat. Even if your seasons are slightly different, I’m sure you will find great inspiration from one of the many pretty 
patchwork projects to sew any time of the year!

About The Author
Kerri Horsley was born in Tehran, Iran and raised in Seattle, Washington. She has six children and a loving husband. Kerri has contributed 
to several sewing books and magazines. A favourite place you will find Kerri is at the beach sewing hexagons while watching her children 
play. Follow her on Instagram @sewdeerlyloved to see what she is currently stitching.
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KERRI HORSLEY

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192064
Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Patchwork
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
A season gives the perfect reason to sew a lovely patchwork project for you or your loved ones that will be cherished year after year! In 
Lovely Little Patchwork you will find 18 projects to sew while giving your creativity a chance to blossom and bloom. You can stitch a 
lovely pencil pouch for children about to start a new school year. Or when the snowflakes are falling; embroider a sweet vintage inspired 
ice skating girl. Then, as the flowers are blooming and the fresh smell of spring is in the air, you can learn a new technique of hand 
sewing yo-yos and then create a pretty garden apron. When the warmer weather arrives and the sound of waves are upon you; stitch up 
a patchwork sailboat. Even if your seasons are slightly different, I’m sure you will find great inspiration from one of the many pretty 
patchwork projects to sew any time of the year!

About The Author
Kerri Horsley was born in Tehran, Iran and raised in Seattle, Washington. She has six children and a loving husband. Kerri has contributed 
to several sewing books and magazines. A favourite place you will find Kerri is at the beach sewing hexagons while watching her children 
play. Follow her on Instagram @sewdeerlyloved to see what she is currently stitching.
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Modern Quilts Block by Block
12 Modern Quilt Projects
EMILY DENNIS

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192477
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 104 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
In Modern Quilts Block by Block you will find 12 quilt projects using just one or two repeating block designs. Find basic blocks along with 
some new designs in these striking modern quilts. Traditional blocks get a modern update with the use of colour and design. Both the 
beginner and novice will enjoy quilting up these quilt patterns.

About The Author
Emily Dennis is the maker behind the Quilty Love brand. She is a lifetime creative with a passion for quilting, business, photography and 
travel. She lives in Michigan’s beautiful Upper Peninsula with her husband and 3 kids. The long winters provide plenty of time for 
designing and quilting.
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12 Modern Quilt Projects
EMILY DENNIS

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192477
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 104 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
In Modern Quilts Block by Block you will find 12 quilt projects using just one or two repeating block designs. Find basic blocks along with 
some new designs in these striking modern quilts. Traditional blocks get a modern update with the use of colour and design. Both the 
beginner and novice will enjoy quilting up these quilt patterns.

About The Author
Emily Dennis is the maker behind the Quilty Love brand. She is a lifetime creative with a passion for quilting, business, photography and 
travel. She lives in Michigan’s beautiful Upper Peninsula with her husband and 3 kids. The long winters provide plenty of time for 
designing and quilting.
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Pretty Handmades
Felt & Fabric Sewing Projects to Warm Your Heart
LAUREN WRIGHT

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192200
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Sewing
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Encouraging crafters of all skill levels on their creative journey, this book contains felt and patchwork sewing projects with step-by-step 
illustrations and easy to follow instructions. The designs are quick and fun to make and with such a wide range of well-designed projects 
and techniques, there is something for everyone. From patchwork, quilting, and hand embroidery to English paper piecing and sewing 
with felt, readers can learn new skills or be challenged to try different techniques to create something very special. These pretty projects 
will inspire creativity and warm the heart.

About The Author
Lauren Wright is the creator and blogger of the blog Molly and Mama where she shares her creations, patterns, and tutorials. She lives in 
Australia.
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LAUREN WRIGHT

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192200
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Sewing
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Encouraging crafters of all skill levels on their creative journey, this book contains felt and patchwork sewing projects with step-by-step 
illustrations and easy to follow instructions. The designs are quick and fun to make and with such a wide range of well-designed projects 
and techniques, there is something for everyone. From patchwork, quilting, and hand embroidery to English paper piecing and sewing 
with felt, readers can learn new skills or be challenged to try different techniques to create something very special. These pretty projects 
will inspire creativity and warm the heart.

About The Author
Lauren Wright is the creator and blogger of the blog Molly and Mama where she shares her creations, patterns, and tutorials. She lives in 
Australia.
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Quilt Petite
18 Sweet and Modern Mini Quilts and More
SEDEF IMER

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192132
Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Quilt Petite contains 18 sweet small quilts designed by Sedef Imer. Learn how to make mini quilts, cushions, table toppers, doll quilts, 
place mats, potholders, and lots more. Included are detailed instructions on a wide range of techniques such as patchwork, hand and 
machine quilting, English paper piecing, foundation paper piecing, raw edge appliqué, free motion appliqué, and hand embroidery. The 
range of projects are suitable for both beginners who wish to learn new techniques and for advanced quilters who wish to practice more 
challenging ones.

About The Author
Sedef Imer is a sewing blogger and fabric designer with a distinctive style that is “sweetly modern”. She blogs about sewing, embroidery, 
and crochet on her website, Down Grapevine Lane (www.downgrapevinelane.com) and is a regular contributor to sewing and quilting 
magazines worldwide. She lives in sunny South Australia with her husband and their two children.
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Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Quilt Petite contains 18 sweet small quilts designed by Sedef Imer. Learn how to make mini quilts, cushions, table toppers, doll quilts, 
place mats, potholders, and lots more. Included are detailed instructions on a wide range of techniques such as patchwork, hand and 
machine quilting, English paper piecing, foundation paper piecing, raw edge appliqué, free motion appliqué, and hand embroidery. The 
range of projects are suitable for both beginners who wish to learn new techniques and for advanced quilters who wish to practice more 
challenging ones.

About The Author
Sedef Imer is a sewing blogger and fabric designer with a distinctive style that is “sweetly modern”. She blogs about sewing, embroidery, 
and crochet on her website, Down Grapevine Lane (www.downgrapevinelane.com) and is a regular contributor to sewing and quilting 
magazines worldwide. She lives in sunny South Australia with her husband and their two children.
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Quilting on the Go: English Paper 
Piecing
16 EPP Projects and Step-by-Step Techniques
SHARON BURGESS

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192224
Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
In her new book Quilting On The Go: English Paper Piecing Sharon shares with you her love for English Paper Piecing and Fussy Cutting. 
She will guide you through all the steps of English Paper Piecing, starting with the basics. Work your way from the humble hexagon to 
stars, curves and more. Sharon shares her tips, techniques, and her preferred products to help you achieve great results and what to look 
for when choosing fabrics to fussy cut.

About The Author
Sharon Burgess was born in the United Kingdom and at a young age moved to Australia with her family. Her mother was always at the 
sewing machine making clothes and she has vivid memories of her mum sewing a wedding dress but it was not until Sharon had her 
own children that she thought about her own sewing journey.
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Piecing
16 EPP Projects and Step-by-Step Techniques
SHARON BURGESS

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192224
Format Paperback 220 x 206 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
In her new book Quilting On The Go: English Paper Piecing Sharon shares with you her love for English Paper Piecing and Fussy Cutting. 
She will guide you through all the steps of English Paper Piecing, starting with the basics. Work your way from the humble hexagon to 
stars, curves and more. Sharon shares her tips, techniques, and her preferred products to help you achieve great results and what to look 
for when choosing fabrics to fussy cut.

About The Author
Sharon Burgess was born in the United Kingdom and at a young age moved to Australia with her family. Her mother was always at the 
sewing machine making clothes and she has vivid memories of her mum sewing a wedding dress but it was not until Sharon had her 
own children that she thought about her own sewing journey.
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Round and Round the Crochet 
Hook
Patterns to Inspire and Admire
EMILY LITTLEFAIR

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192309
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Crochet Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Working in the round has never been so easy or enjoyable. From quick projects, to ones that wow, this crochet book has it all. No matter 
your experience, or the size of project you’re looking for, this book has something for everyone; from doilies and table runners to 
garlands and cushions. These timeless designs allow readers to personalise each pattern to suit them with step-by-step instructions and 
detailed charts.

About The Author
Emily Littlefair has always loved creating things with her hands. From composing music on the piano, to making hand-stamped jewellery 
or crochet, she likes to keep her hands busy. She first learned the chain stitch when she was 11 years old, and remembers being able to 
make a huge ball of one length chains. It wasn’t until she was in her twenties when she picked up the hook again that she found her love 
and obsession for crochet.
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Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192309
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Crochet Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Working in the round has never been so easy or enjoyable. From quick projects, to ones that wow, this crochet book has it all. No matter 
your experience, or the size of project you’re looking for, this book has something for everyone; from doilies and table runners to 
garlands and cushions. These timeless designs allow readers to personalise each pattern to suit them with step-by-step instructions and 
detailed charts.

About The Author
Emily Littlefair has always loved creating things with her hands. From composing music on the piano, to making hand-stamped jewellery 
or crochet, she likes to keep her hands busy. She first learned the chain stitch when she was 11 years old, and remembers being able to 
make a huge ball of one length chains. It wasn’t until she was in her twenties when she picked up the hook again that she found her love 
and obsession for crochet.
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Ultra Mini Cross Stitch
Over 100 Small Scale Cross Stitch Motifs
SUSAN BATES

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £12.95
ISBN 9786059192484
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 104 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Cross Stitch
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
This book contains lots of little cross stitch motifs which are quick and easy to stitch. It was inspired by the trend for making very small 
cross stitch items which can be used to adorn jewellery, such as pendants, bracelets and earrings. You could also make them into little 
pictures by mounting them into a small hoop or a tiny picture frame. There are designs which can be used to decorate mobile phone 
cases too. The designs cover a variety of themes, including flowers and cacti, gardens, birds and butterflies, seaside motifs, tropical 
motifs, and animals. The designs are colourful and pretty and will take crafters no time at all to stitch!

About The Author
Susan Bates has created designs for large department stores in London that sell designer hand knitting yarns and patterns. She has also 
created cross-stitch designs for other publishing companies in the UK, trained to be an art teacher, and has taught knitting and sewing 
classes to adults.
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Ultra Mini Cross Stitch
Over 100 Small Scale Cross Stitch Motifs
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Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 104 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Cross Stitch
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
This book contains lots of little cross stitch motifs which are quick and easy to stitch. It was inspired by the trend for making very small 
cross stitch items which can be used to adorn jewellery, such as pendants, bracelets and earrings. You could also make them into little 
pictures by mounting them into a small hoop or a tiny picture frame. There are designs which can be used to decorate mobile phone 
cases too. The designs cover a variety of themes, including flowers and cacti, gardens, birds and butterflies, seaside motifs, tropical 
motifs, and animals. The designs are colourful and pretty and will take crafters no time at all to stitch!

About The Author
Susan Bates has created designs for large department stores in London that sell designer hand knitting yarns and patterns. She has also 
created cross-stitch designs for other publishing companies in the UK, trained to be an art teacher, and has taught knitting and sewing 
classes to adults.
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Zakka Home
19 Modern and Stylish Projects for Your Home
SEDEF IMER

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192385
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 120 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Zakka is a Japanese design aesthetic that combines usefulness with beauty and style. In this book, Sedef Imer has created a collection of 
simple, pretty, and handy projects inspired by the art of Zakka to help organise and beautify your home. Suitable for all levels of sewists, 
you will be inspired by these fun and easy-to-sew projects that will brighten and adorn your home.

About The Author
Sedef Imer is a sewing blogger and fabric designer with a distinctive style that is “sweetly modern”. She blogs about sewing, embroidery, 
and crochet on her website, Down Grapevine Lane (www.downgrapevinelane.com) and is a regular contributor to sewing and quilting 
magazines worldwide. She lives in sunny South Australia with her husband and their two children.
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19 Modern and Stylish Projects for Your Home
SEDEF IMER

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192385
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 120 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Quilting
BIC CODE/S WFBQ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Zakka is a Japanese design aesthetic that combines usefulness with beauty and style. In this book, Sedef Imer has created a collection of 
simple, pretty, and handy projects inspired by the art of Zakka to help organise and beautify your home. Suitable for all levels of sewists, 
you will be inspired by these fun and easy-to-sew projects that will brighten and adorn your home.

About The Author
Sedef Imer is a sewing blogger and fabric designer with a distinctive style that is “sweetly modern”. She blogs about sewing, embroidery, 
and crochet on her website, Down Grapevine Lane (www.downgrapevinelane.com) and is a regular contributor to sewing and quilting 
magazines worldwide. She lives in sunny South Australia with her husband and their two children.
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Woven in Wire
Dimensional Wire Weaving in Fine Art Jewelry
SARAH THOMPSON

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £20.99
ISBN 9781632506221
Format Paperback 276 x 210 mm
Extent 160 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher F&W Media
Classification Wirework
BIC CODE/S WFJ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Learn to weave exquisite dimensional wire art jewellery with bestselling author Sarah Thompson as she walks you from beginner to 
expert with each wire wrap. Fans of Sarah's previous book, Fine Art Wire Weaving, have been begging for more: more techniques, more 
tips and tricks, more amazing designs. This book is what they've been waiting for! Weave your way through extensive information on 
creating with an eye to symmetry and dimensional forms as you fold, mold, and manipulate woven wire into 12 stunning jewellery 
designs. Step-by-step, wrap-by-wrap, Thompson takes you from beginner to expert with never before shared secrets that make your 
projects truly become works of art.

About The Author
Sarah Thompson took Best in Show and Best in Wirework in the 2014 Bead Dreams Competition with jewellery created using techniques 
in her first book, Fine Art Wire Weaving, and her follow up, Woven in Wire. She teaches at her local bead stores in Spokane and Seattle, 
as well as other cities around the United States. Sarah thoroughly enjoys sharing her craft with others.
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Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £20.99
ISBN 9781632506221
Format Paperback 276 x 210 mm
Extent 160 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher F&W Media
Classification Wirework
BIC CODE/S WFJ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Learn to weave exquisite dimensional wire art jewellery with bestselling author Sarah Thompson as she walks you from beginner to 
expert with each wire wrap. Fans of Sarah's previous book, Fine Art Wire Weaving, have been begging for more: more techniques, more 
tips and tricks, more amazing designs. This book is what they've been waiting for! Weave your way through extensive information on 
creating with an eye to symmetry and dimensional forms as you fold, mold, and manipulate woven wire into 12 stunning jewellery 
designs. Step-by-step, wrap-by-wrap, Thompson takes you from beginner to expert with never before shared secrets that make your 
projects truly become works of art.

About The Author
Sarah Thompson took Best in Show and Best in Wirework in the 2014 Bead Dreams Competition with jewellery created using techniques 
in her first book, Fine Art Wire Weaving, and her follow up, Woven in Wire. She teaches at her local bead stores in Spokane and Seattle, 
as well as other cities around the United States. Sarah thoroughly enjoys sharing her craft with others.
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Kumihimo Wirework Made Easy
20 Braided Jewelry Designs Step-by-Step
CHRISTINA LARSEN

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £20.99
ISBN 9781632506351
Format Paperback 276 x 210 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher F&W Media
Classification Jewellery
BIC CODE/S WFJ
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Take your kumihimo to the next level with Kumihimo Wirework Made Easy. By replacing traditional kumihimo cord with wire, you can 
create one-of-a-kind necklaces and bracelets. Step-by-step tutorials will teach you the basic kumihimo braids and plus a special section on 
working with wire will make the transition from traditional materials to wire painless. Over 20 projects are included showing a wide 
range of styles and inspirations for this traditional Japanese braiding technique. 

About The Author
As the host of the popular CSLDesigns YouTube channel, Christina Larsen shares her unique approach to jewellery design with over 160k 
followers in a way that is approachable and achievable. Christina lives in West Yorkshire, UK.
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Format Paperback 276 x 210 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher F&W Media
Classification Jewellery
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Description
Take your kumihimo to the next level with Kumihimo Wirework Made Easy. By replacing traditional kumihimo cord with wire, you can 
create one-of-a-kind necklaces and bracelets. Step-by-step tutorials will teach you the basic kumihimo braids and plus a special section on 
working with wire will make the transition from traditional materials to wire painless. Over 20 projects are included showing a wide 
range of styles and inspirations for this traditional Japanese braiding technique. 

About The Author
As the host of the popular CSLDesigns YouTube channel, Christina Larsen shares her unique approach to jewellery design with over 160k 
followers in a way that is approachable and achievable. Christina lives in West Yorkshire, UK.
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Tilda Hot Chocolate Sewing
Cozy Autumn and Winter Sewing Projects
TONE FINNANGER

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £20.99
ISBN 9781446307267
Format Paperback 273 x 210 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher F&W Media
Classification Sewing
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Get cosy with a warming drink and a new sewing project for autumn. In Tilda Hot Chocolate Sewing, bestselling author Tone Finnanger 
returns with a stunning new collection featuring the Tilda BirdPond fabric range. Featuring over 20 projects, you can choose from quilts 
and softies, bags and dolls, pillows and purses. Autumnal motifs include reindeer, mice, apples, butternut squash, ducks, birds, houses 
and more. This heartwarming collection will bring warmth and magic to your sewing, with beautiful lifestyle photography and step-by-
step instructions and diagrams to ensure success. 

About The Author
Tone Finnanger is the founder and sole designer of the internationally recognised Tilda brand, which she started in 1999 at the age of 
25. Tone grew up in Oslo, the capital of Norway, and now lives and works on a small island in the Oslo Fjord. Her education is in 
classical printing and graphic design. Tilda has been a lifestyle for Tone, and has developed over the years to be a much loved brand for 
crafters.
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Price £20.99
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Format Paperback 273 x 210 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher F&W Media
Classification Sewing
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Get cosy with a warming drink and a new sewing project for autumn. In Tilda Hot Chocolate Sewing, bestselling author Tone Finnanger 
returns with a stunning new collection featuring the Tilda BirdPond fabric range. Featuring over 20 projects, you can choose from quilts 
and softies, bags and dolls, pillows and purses. Autumnal motifs include reindeer, mice, apples, butternut squash, ducks, birds, houses 
and more. This heartwarming collection will bring warmth and magic to your sewing, with beautiful lifestyle photography and step-by-
step instructions and diagrams to ensure success. 

About The Author
Tone Finnanger is the founder and sole designer of the internationally recognised Tilda brand, which she started in 1999 at the age of 
25. Tone grew up in Oslo, the capital of Norway, and now lives and works on a small island in the Oslo Fjord. Her education is in 
classical printing and graphic design. Tilda has been a lifestyle for Tone, and has developed over the years to be a much loved brand for 
crafters.
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Handmade Houseplants
Remarkably Realistic Plants You Can Make with Paper
CORRIE BETH HOGG

Publication September 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.99
ISBN 9781604698190
Format Paperback 203 x 228 mm
Extent 256 pages
Illustrations 256 Halftones, colour
Publisher Timber Press
Classification Papercraft Other
BIC CODE/S WFT
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Houseplants are everywhere - on Instagram, in the media, and in trendy homes all over the world. In Handmade Houseplants, expert 
crafter and tastemaker Corrie Beth Hogg offers a no-water necessary alternative: plants made from paper! This stylish guide includes step-
by-step instructions for 30 of the most popular houseplants, from monstera and peperomia to fiddle leaf fig and philodendron. 
Additional projects show how to use paper plants for home décor, wall art, holiday decorations, gift giving, and more. The projects are 
simple enough to be made in a few hours and the required materials are affordable and readily available. Packed with colourful 
photographs and filled with inspiration, Handmade Houseplants shows how paper plants can provide a modern, light-hearted touch to a 
well-designed home.

About The Author
Corrie Beth Hogg is the art and craft director for world-renowned event-design company David Stark Design and Production. With 
Stark, she has created work seen in Martha Stewart Living, The New York Times, Better Homes and Gardens, Vogue.com, InStyle.com, 
and more. An ardent student of nature, Hogg renders her favourite plants in paper with whimsy and careful craftsmanship. Her creations 
have appeared in The House That Lars Built, Design*Sponge, and Wallpaper among others.
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Description
Houseplants are everywhere - on Instagram, in the media, and in trendy homes all over the world. In Handmade Houseplants, expert 
crafter and tastemaker Corrie Beth Hogg offers a no-water necessary alternative: plants made from paper! This stylish guide includes step-
by-step instructions for 30 of the most popular houseplants, from monstera and peperomia to fiddle leaf fig and philodendron. 
Additional projects show how to use paper plants for home décor, wall art, holiday decorations, gift giving, and more. The projects are 
simple enough to be made in a few hours and the required materials are affordable and readily available. Packed with colourful 
photographs and filled with inspiration, Handmade Houseplants shows how paper plants can provide a modern, light-hearted touch to a 
well-designed home.

About The Author
Corrie Beth Hogg is the art and craft director for world-renowned event-design company David Stark Design and Production. With 
Stark, she has created work seen in Martha Stewart Living, The New York Times, Better Homes and Gardens, Vogue.com, InStyle.com, 
and more. An ardent student of nature, Hogg renders her favourite plants in paper with whimsy and careful craftsmanship. Her creations 
have appeared in The House That Lars Built, Design*Sponge, and Wallpaper among others.
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New wholesale titles available soon Big Embroidery
20 Crewel Embroidery Designs to Stitch with Wool
NANCY NICHOLSON

Publication October 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £20.99
ISBN 9781446307137
Format Paperback 229 x 216 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher F&W Media
Classification Embroidery: Other
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Embroidery fans will love this new collection of designs from author of Modern Folk Embroidery, Nancy Nicholson. This collection 
features 20 projects embellished with wool embroidery - a modern take on traditional crewel embroidery, which is enjoying a huge 
renaissance. Crewel embroidery is done using 2ply wool and stitched onto linen: Nancy shows how to get beautiful results using different 
types of yarn and fabric. Readers will love getting fast results and busting their yarn stashes to create the stunning projects. As well as the 
projects, Nancy has created easy-to-follow diagrams showing how to do all the necessary embroidery stitches in the collection, making it 
a fantastic reference tool for stitchers.  

About The Author
Nancy Nicholson grew up in a creative environment as her parents were both textile designers. She attended Maidstone College of Art 
where she did a BA in Graphic Design, and then went on to The Royal College of Art where she did an MA in Fine Art Textiles. Since 
leaving college Nancy has been working to exhibition with works in paper, print and embroidery, and experimenting widely in many 
aspects of textiles and design, both commercial and fine art based, including contributing to craft books and magazine articles. For the 
past ten years she has taught art and craft to children and adults. Nancy lives in Kent.
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ISBN 9781446307137
Format Paperback 229 x 216 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher F&W Media
Classification Embroidery: Other
BIC CODE/S WFB
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Embroidery fans will love this new collection of designs from author of Modern Folk Embroidery, Nancy Nicholson. This collection 
features 20 projects embellished with wool embroidery - a modern take on traditional crewel embroidery, which is enjoying a huge 
renaissance. Crewel embroidery is done using 2ply wool and stitched onto linen: Nancy shows how to get beautiful results using different 
types of yarn and fabric. Readers will love getting fast results and busting their yarn stashes to create the stunning projects. As well as the 
projects, Nancy has created easy-to-follow diagrams showing how to do all the necessary embroidery stitches in the collection, making it 
a fantastic reference tool for stitchers.  

About The Author
Nancy Nicholson grew up in a creative environment as her parents were both textile designers. She attended Maidstone College of Art 
where she did a BA in Graphic Design, and then went on to The Royal College of Art where she did an MA in Fine Art Textiles. Since 
leaving college Nancy has been working to exhibition with works in paper, print and embroidery, and experimenting widely in many 
aspects of textiles and design, both commercial and fine art based, including contributing to craft books and magazine articles. For the 
past ten years she has taught art and craft to children and adults. Nancy lives in Kent.
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250 Japanese Knitting Stitches
The Original Pattern Bible by Hitomi Shida
HITOMI SHIDA, GAYLE ROEHM

Publication October 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.99
ISBN 9784805314838
Format Paperback 292 x 216 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Publisher Tuttle Publishing
Classification Knitting Techniques
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
250 Japanese Knitting Stitches contains the original collection of knitting stitches first published by Hitomi Shida in 1996. Copies of the 
original Japanese edition have been jealously coveted by knitters around the world - and now Tuttle Publishing brings you this classic in 
English for the first time! Hitomi Shida's previous work, the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible was released by Tuttle in October 2017 and has 
already been purchased (and tested) by thousands of avid knitters who are thrilled to discover a treasure trove of elegant and intricate 
new patterns. This book was Hitomi Shida's first effort and, like its successor is filled with her highly original and beautiful designs and 
variations on knitting classics. Shida's stitch patterns have become a driving inspiration behind many modern western knitting designs, 
and experienced knitters know this. In this beautifully presented stitch dictionary you'll find:

• Stitches that are perfect for borders and edgings
• Beautiful and intricate cable stitches
• Elegant popcorn stitches, from refined to bold
• Multiple variations on individual patterns.

Veteran knitting instructor Gayle Roehm guides knitters through the particulars of the patterns and explains how to execute the stitches. 
Images of completed garments here and there help show the potential of these striking stitch designs.

About The Author
Hitomi Shida is a well-known Japanese designer of hundreds of original knitting stitches and knitted garments. She has been teaching, 
designing and writing books for over 20 years and her work already enjoys a worldwide following among Japanese knitting fans.

Gayle Roehm devotes herself to fiber arts and happily spends her days with yarn and needles. She has lived in Japan and studies the 
language for many years, and has knitted from Japanese patterns for most of her knitting career. Gayle teaches at knitting gatherings 
around the country, and occasionally publishes her own designs.
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Price £14.99
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Format Paperback 292 x 216 mm
Extent 144 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Publisher Tuttle Publishing
Classification Knitting Techniques
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
250 Japanese Knitting Stitches contains the original collection of knitting stitches first published by Hitomi Shida in 1996. Copies of the 
original Japanese edition have been jealously coveted by knitters around the world - and now Tuttle Publishing brings you this classic in 
English for the first time! Hitomi Shida's previous work, the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible was released by Tuttle in October 2017 and has 
already been purchased (and tested) by thousands of avid knitters who are thrilled to discover a treasure trove of elegant and intricate 
new patterns. This book was Hitomi Shida's first effort and, like its successor is filled with her highly original and beautiful designs and 
variations on knitting classics. Shida's stitch patterns have become a driving inspiration behind many modern western knitting designs, 
and experienced knitters know this. In this beautifully presented stitch dictionary you'll find:

• Stitches that are perfect for borders and edgings
• Beautiful and intricate cable stitches
• Elegant popcorn stitches, from refined to bold
• Multiple variations on individual patterns.

Veteran knitting instructor Gayle Roehm guides knitters through the particulars of the patterns and explains how to execute the stitches. 
Images of completed garments here and there help show the potential of these striking stitch designs.

About The Author
Hitomi Shida is a well-known Japanese designer of hundreds of original knitting stitches and knitted garments. She has been teaching, 
designing and writing books for over 20 years and her work already enjoys a worldwide following among Japanese knitting fans.

Gayle Roehm devotes herself to fiber arts and happily spends her days with yarn and needles. She has lived in Japan and studies the 
language for many years, and has knitted from Japanese patterns for most of her knitting career. Gayle teaches at knitting gatherings 
around the country, and occasionally publishes her own designs.
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Knitting Modular Shawls, Wraps, 
and Stoles
21 Mix-and-Match Triangle Designs plus 200 Stitch Patterns
MELISSA LEAPMAN

Publication December 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £22.99
ISBN 9781612129969
Format Hardback 277 x 216 mm
Extent 288 pages
Illustrations Colour illustrations
Publisher Storey Publishing
Classification Knitting Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Shawls are practical, versatile, and an ever-popular project among knitters. Noted designer Melissa Leapman has developed an innovative 
technique that literally promises hundreds - even thousands - of beautiful shawl design options in this one book! Beginning with a simple 
triangular wedge, Leapman shows how multiple knit triangles can be joined together to create square, rectangular, trapezoidal, and 
semicircular shapes. Her easy and customisable technique offers knitters endless flexibility in design and yarn choices. A helpful glossary of 
212 stitch patterns is the final tool readers will use to select their favourite embellishment for the main fabric of their shawl. Instructional 
graphics and patterns for 20 designs originated by Leapman make the creative design process exciting and accessible for all levels of 
knitters.

About The Author
Melissa Leapman is the author of the best-selling Hot Knits. She is a widely published sweater designer whose patterns have appeared in 
every premiere needlework publication in the country. She has also worked as a freelance designer for leading ready-to-wear 
manufacturers. Nationally her knitting, crochet and design workshops are extremely popular with crafters at all skill levels. Melissa lives in 
New York City.
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Description
Shawls are practical, versatile, and an ever-popular project among knitters. Noted designer Melissa Leapman has developed an innovative 
technique that literally promises hundreds - even thousands - of beautiful shawl design options in this one book! Beginning with a simple 
triangular wedge, Leapman shows how multiple knit triangles can be joined together to create square, rectangular, trapezoidal, and 
semicircular shapes. Her easy and customisable technique offers knitters endless flexibility in design and yarn choices. A helpful glossary of 
212 stitch patterns is the final tool readers will use to select their favourite embellishment for the main fabric of their shawl. Instructional 
graphics and patterns for 20 designs originated by Leapman make the creative design process exciting and accessible for all levels of 
knitters.

About The Author
Melissa Leapman is the author of the best-selling Hot Knits. She is a widely published sweater designer whose patterns have appeared in 
every premiere needlework publication in the country. She has also worked as a freelance designer for leading ready-to-wear 
manufacturers. Nationally her knitting, crochet and design workshops are extremely popular with crafters at all skill levels. Melissa lives in 
New York City.
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Baby & Kids Crochet Style
30 Patterns for Stunning Heirloom Keepsakes, Adorable Nursery 
Décor and Boutique-Quality Accessories
JENNIFER DOUGHERTY

Publication October 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £16.99
ISBN 9781624146053
Format Paperback 228 x 203 mm
Extent 224 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Page Street Publishing
Classification Knitting & Crochet: Other
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
In her latest pattern book, Jennifer Dougherty follows up on the success of Crochet Style by focusing on the theme that’s by far the most 
popular in her Etsy shop: kids and baby. Many of the crocheters who purchase her patterns online are photographers who use the 
bonnets, beanies, swaddle sacks and blankets as photography props in their newborn photo shoots. Others love to create a handmade 
heirloom gift for a baby shower. Jennifer’s patterns are renowned for their superior textures and intricate details, just as good as or better 
than what you could buy in a boutique. Twenty-five of the patterns are brand new, never before seen, including her eagerly anticipated 
faux bear skin nursery rug which uses a newly released silky faux fur yarn. Readers get the same quality as they’d get with online artisan 
patterns, all wrapped up in a beautiful lay-flat paperback. A sampling of the patterns includes Honeycomb Cocoon or Swaddle, 
Borderline Car Seat Canopy Cover, Revelation Baby Bonnet and matching Revelation Wrap, Snow Flurry Slouch hat with matching sizes 
for “Mommy and Me” and “Sisters.” Each item comes with individual size instructions from newborn through to toddler. 

About The Author
Jennifer Dougherty has been a lifelong crocheter, but she didn’t find her true calling as a pattern designer until her mid-thirties. Within a 
few short years, she had built up a thriving online business, Crochet by Jennifer.

Jennifer has several pattern stores online, including Etsy, Ravelry, Craftsy and Loveknitting. She has an active Facebook page for Crochet 
by Jennifer and also manages several crochet groups online. Jennifer’s patterns have been specially featured by Etsy and have also 
appeared in crochet magazines and on blogs worldwide. She has won several design competitions in Happily Hooked Magazine and has 
been featured by The Crochet Cafe.

When not crocheting, Jennifer enjoys reading and spending time with her family—a husband, two daughters, a son-in-law and two 
adorable grandsons.
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Extent 224 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Page Street Publishing
Classification Knitting & Crochet: Other
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
In her latest pattern book, Jennifer Dougherty follows up on the success of Crochet Style by focusing on the theme that’s by far the most 
popular in her Etsy shop: kids and baby. Many of the crocheters who purchase her patterns online are photographers who use the 
bonnets, beanies, swaddle sacks and blankets as photography props in their newborn photo shoots. Others love to create a handmade 
heirloom gift for a baby shower. Jennifer’s patterns are renowned for their superior textures and intricate details, just as good as or better 
than what you could buy in a boutique. Twenty-five of the patterns are brand new, never before seen, including her eagerly anticipated 
faux bear skin nursery rug which uses a newly released silky faux fur yarn. Readers get the same quality as they’d get with online artisan 
patterns, all wrapped up in a beautiful lay-flat paperback. A sampling of the patterns includes Honeycomb Cocoon or Swaddle, 
Borderline Car Seat Canopy Cover, Revelation Baby Bonnet and matching Revelation Wrap, Snow Flurry Slouch hat with matching sizes 
for “Mommy and Me” and “Sisters.” Each item comes with individual size instructions from newborn through to toddler. 

About The Author
Jennifer Dougherty has been a lifelong crocheter, but she didn’t find her true calling as a pattern designer until her mid-thirties. Within a 
few short years, she had built up a thriving online business, Crochet by Jennifer.

Jennifer has several pattern stores online, including Etsy, Ravelry, Craftsy and Loveknitting. She has an active Facebook page for Crochet 
by Jennifer and also manages several crochet groups online. Jennifer’s patterns have been specially featured by Etsy and have also 
appeared in crochet magazines and on blogs worldwide. She has won several design competitions in Happily Hooked Magazine and has 
been featured by The Crochet Cafe.

When not crocheting, Jennifer enjoys reading and spending time with her family—a husband, two daughters, a son-in-law and two 
adorable grandsons.
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Contemporary Home Knits
JODY LONG

Publication October 2018 - Craft Trade Only
Price £14.95
ISBN 9786059192262
Format Paperback 280 x 216 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations Halftones, colour
Publisher Tuva
Classification Knitting Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Craft Trade Only

Description
Tastefully decorate your home with stylish, handmade accents, as designed by top knitting designer Jody Long. Starting with an 
introduction to basic techniques used throughout the book, creating your first project will be a breeze. Using the simplest techniques, 
Jody has created a collection that is practical yet extremely attractive for the whole home, including, a tea cosy, table set, wall hangings, 
throws, rugs, baskets to cushions of all shapes and sizes, and even bunting. Each project has easy to follow instructions with full colour 
photos to help even the most novice knitter to achieve results. For anyone looking to spruce up their home with some of these delightful 
knits, Contemporary Home Knits is the book for you. This book includes contemporary and stylish designs for every room, easy-to-follow 
instructions, quick knitting patterns using chunky yarns, and great stash-busting projects.

About The Author
Jody Long (1984) was born in Portsmouth, UK, grew up in Waterlooville, Hampshire, and moved to Malaga, Spain in 2014. For over 
ten years he designed for all the major UK and US knitting magazines, then moved on to design for knitting mills around the globe.
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Publisher Tuva
Classification Knitting Designs
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Description
Tastefully decorate your home with stylish, handmade accents, as designed by top knitting designer Jody Long. Starting with an 
introduction to basic techniques used throughout the book, creating your first project will be a breeze. Using the simplest techniques, 
Jody has created a collection that is practical yet extremely attractive for the whole home, including, a tea cosy, table set, wall hangings, 
throws, rugs, baskets to cushions of all shapes and sizes, and even bunting. Each project has easy to follow instructions with full colour 
photos to help even the most novice knitter to achieve results. For anyone looking to spruce up their home with some of these delightful 
knits, Contemporary Home Knits is the book for you. This book includes contemporary and stylish designs for every room, easy-to-follow 
instructions, quick knitting patterns using chunky yarns, and great stash-busting projects.

About The Author
Jody Long (1984) was born in Portsmouth, UK, grew up in Waterlooville, Hampshire, and moved to Malaga, Spain in 2014. For over 
ten years he designed for all the major UK and US knitting magazines, then moved on to design for knitting mills around the globe.
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A Beginner's Guide to Intarsia 
Knitting
11 simple inspiring projects with easy to follow step-by-steps
QUAIL STUDIO

Publication March 2019
Price £9.99
ISBN 9781782213185
Format Paperback 235 x 190 mm
Extent 96 pages
Illustrations 575 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Knitting Techniques
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS WORLD

Description
Learn how to create bright and colourful knits using the intarsia method of colour knitting.

This clear and simple book is ideal for anyone who wants to learn the art of knitting with different coloured yarns. It guides you 
effortlessly through the process of choosing colours, preparing yarn bobbins and working out yarn quantities through to the basic intarsia 
techniques such as joining in new colours and working from charts. There’s even guidance on making your own charts so you can create 
colourful designs of your own.

At the end of the book there is a mouth-watering collection of 11 gorgeous projects including a fox-themed cushion, an eye-catching 
chevron scarf and a show-stopping star blanket – all designed with the beginner in mind.

Whether you prefer vibrant, multi-coloured knits or more muted tones, this easy-to-follow book will teach you all you need to know to 
create contemporary colourwork.

Key Selling Points
Easy-to-follow beginner's guide to knitting intarsia by the design team at Quail Studio.
Learn how to read the charts, understand colour and learn all the necessary techniques to create bright and colourful knits.
11 gorgeous projects included, from cushions and scarves through to sweaters and mittens.
Quail Studio is known for working with big brand names like Vogue and Rowan to create beautiful, contemporary knitwear 
collections.

About The Author
Quail Studio is a group of knitting, crochet and sewing designers, well known for their contemporary style and eye for trends. It is a 
family-owned company, and their shared love of handmade fashion and interior design coupled with their keen knowledge of the 
industry has resulted in a design team skilled in creating beautiful items for people who are passionate about crafting the world over.

The Studio’s reputation for sleek, up-to-the-minute style has led to frequent collaborations with major craft publishers and big brand 
names, such as Vogue and Rowan, to produce stunning, modern patterns that capture their devotion to wearable, fashion-forward 
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Weaving with Little Handmade 
Looms
Make Your Own Mini Looms & Weave 25 Exquisite Projects
HARUMI KAGEYAMA

Publication March 2019
Price £12.99
ISBN 9781782216902
Format Paperback 260 x 210 mm
Extent 128 pages
Illustrations 750 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Weaving;  Knotting & Braiding
BIC CODE/S WFG, WFC
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America

Description
Weaving is more popular than ever, so why not join the biggest trend – in miniature.

Discover over 20 cute projects to weave in this beautiful book by multi-crafter Harumi Kageyama, from home decor essentials such as 
table mats and tiny wall hangings through to must-have accessories with brooches, card cases, rings and purses. All projects are friendly 
for weaving with both traditional and unconventional fibres. You can try different materials, from classic yarn to more novel materials 
such as ribbon, suede and pipe cleaners – don't be afraid to change it up for a whole different look!

Small projects mean small looms, and Harumi shows how easy these are to make with just a few materials you can find at home. Learn 
how to make your own portable weaving loom – circular and rectangular – with everyday materials like cardboard, paper, pins, wood 
and nails, and each one includes fully illustrated step-by-step instructions. In addition, these do-it-yourself looms are perfect for crafting 
on the go, and are mini enough to take with you as a portable travel craft or outside pastime. 

With just a small selection of basic materials, you’ll be weaving on your handmade loom in no time.

Key Selling Points
Over 20 tiny projects to weave.
Discover how to use different materials to create a unique design, from classic yarn to ribbon, suede and pipe cleaners.
Learn how to make your own mini portable weaving loom – circular and rectangular – with the help of Harumi's fully illustrated step-
by-step instructions.
Small size and portability makes these looms and designs perfect for crafting on the go.
Weaving is a very popular craft, with a wide variety of online and brick-and-mortar stores selling fibres and materials for woven 
projects.

About The Author
Harumi Kageyama graduated in art and design at the Nihon University College in Japan. After initially pursuing an editorial career, 
working for magazines and journals in a variety of fields, Harumi decided to return to her first love and began designing and making 
handcrafted items in cloth, wires and more. Her work focuses on simple materials such as wool, fabric and driftwood, and she places 
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Folk Embroidered Felt Birds
20 modern folk art designs to make & embellish
CORINNE LAPIERRE

Publication March 2019
Price £9.99
ISBN 9781782216988
Format Paperback 222 x 222 mm
Extent 96 pages
Illustrations 240 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Felt;  Hand Embroidery;  Textile Craft: Other
BIC CODE/S WFBC, AFW, WFB
SALES REGIONS WORLD

Description
20 beautiful folk embroidered felt birds to make and display.

Popular author Corinne Lapierre creates a charming range of 20 exquisite folk embroidered felt birds. Including a swan, a hen, a goose, a 
partridge, an owl, a dove, a peacock and a flamingo. Beautifully made in lovely, soft colours, the birds are filled with toy stuffing and 
embellished with folk-style surface embroidery in different-coloured threads. The stitches include chain stitch, feather stitch, fly stitch, 
running stitch, blanket stitch, French knots and satin stitch. There are also bead and sequin embellishments on some birds.

The book includes lovely, hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations and there are same-size templates at the back of the book for all the 
designs. The birds all have optional ribbon hangers for display.

Key Selling Points
Easy-to-make stuffed felt birds using small amounts of felt.
Great for gifting for any occasion, these projects are quick, easy and fun to make with minimal outlay on materials. 
Suitable for beginners to crafting.
Pretty bead and sequin embellishments are also used.
All the embroidery stitches used have clear, step-by-step instructions and photographs.
The book includes full-size templates for the birds.
Small size and portability makes these projects perfect for crafting on the go.

About The Author
Corinne Lapierre developed a passion for crafts and textiles from a very young age, and has always had an avid desire to learn about 
traditional techniques such as weaving, dyeing, silk painting and embroidery. She studied Fine Art in France before moving to the UK to 
study Fashion Design in Manchester. After working as a fashion designer for a few years, Corinne studied millinery, through which she 
discovered felt and its many qualities. In 2009 Corinne started her own craft business as a felt maker and quickly realized there was a 
demand for craft kits using good-quality, natural materials. Her company, based in an old Baptist school in Leeds, UK, sells an expanding 
range of craft kits and patterns designed for adults and children. Corinne makes regular appearances on Create & Craft TV and lives in 
Yorkshire with her partner, their three children and two cats. Visit her website www.corinnelapierre.com.
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Abstract Acrylics
New approaches to painting nature using acrylics with mixed 
media
WALTRAUD NAWRATIL

Publication March 2019
Price £12.99
ISBN 9781782216506
Format Paperback 225 x 225 mm
Extent 112 pages
Illustrations 140 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Acrylics;  Painting & Drawing: Other
BIC CODE/S WFA, AGZ
SALES REGIONS WORLD
 

 

Description
Learn how to combine acrylics with mixed-media techniques to create 27 expressive, abstract paintings inspired by nature.

In her brand new book, bestselling artist and acrylic expert Waltraud Nawratil presents her novel approaches and techniques in acrylic 
painting. From exciting mixing techniques with spray paints, photo transfers and painting knives, as well as collage, imprint and 
watercolour techniques, you can learn to create her beautiful abstract landscapes and portraits inspired by nature. 

Nawratil's innovative techniques are explained in a clear, understandable way and will stimulate you to try out her methods using acrylics 
on your own canvass. This is expressive art inspired by nature – rediscover acrylic painting with creative mixing techniques!

Key Selling Points
Best-selling author and artist Waltraud Nawratil's previous book Abstract Nature (2016) has sold over 11,000 copies.
Explores new and innovative techniques for using acrylics combined with mixed media, including spray painting, photo transfer, 
collage, knife work and watercolour. 
Includes 27 step-by-step projects and numerous examples of the author's work.
An inspirational book for artists of all abilities wishing to explore new ways of interpreting nature through abstract art.

About The Author
Waltraud has always been inspired by the natural world, choosing subjects from her surroundings with vibrant and attractive colours. She 
began her artistic career with watercolours before moving on to experiment with other techniques and media. Waltraud has worked as a 
freelance painter since 1995 and today she offers painting courses combining watercolour and acrylic painting techniques. She 
encourages her students to attempt variations on ordinary subjects in order to gradually develop their own style. Waltraud works from 
her own studio near where she lives in Schönering, Upper Austria. Some of her pieces are available via the artists’ platform International 
Graphics. For more information go to www.waltraud-nawratil.at
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Socks from Norway
Over 40 Knitting Patterns Inspired by Traditional Norwegian 
Designs
NINA GRANLUND SÆTHER

Publication March 2019
Price £15.99
ISBN 9781782217442
Format Paperback 277 x 210 mm
Extent 200 pages
Illustrations 114 Colour illustrations; 42 Black & white illustrations; 

76 Charts
Publisher Search Press
Classification Knitting Designs
BIC CODE/S WFBS
SALES REGIONS Worldwide excluding North America

Description
Over 40 sock designs to knit for men, women and children, inspired by the beautiful traditional folk patterns found across Norway, by 
Nina Granlund Sæther, author of Mittens from Norway.

Discover sock designs based on traditional Norwegian patterns and techniques from all across Norway and learn the fascinating stories 
behind them. The book includes a captivating collection of archive images that the author has lovingly collated from museums all over 
Norway, and the contemporary interpretation of each design is accompanied by a fascinating account of the story behind it.

There are over 40 projects to choose from, for men, women and children, and all include clear instructions, charts and stunning 
photography. In addition, there is advice on different sizes and yarns, along with six alternative ways to knit heels and toes.

Whether you choose to knit your way around Norway or make a single pair for yourself or for a special person, these socks are quick to 
knit, are wearable all year round and are stunning, heritage garments that will last you for many years to come. 

Key Selling Points
Sequel to Saether's fascinating book, Mittens from Norway.
Explore centuries of Scandinavian sock-knitting history.
Dozens of classic patterns and designs from Norway, lovingly researched and recreated for contemporary knitters.
Beautiful photographs and easy-to-read pattern charts, along with advice on yarns, sizing and adjusting the toes and heels.

About The Author
Nina Granlund Sæther grew up in Asker, Norway, just outside Oslo. Her love and interest for knitting, sewing, embroidery and crochet 
started before going to school. She is educated as a craft teacher, and worked for a short time in high school. In 1987 she started her 
career as a journalist for Norsk Husflid, a Norwegian Arts and Crafts Magazine. Today she is an Editor-in-Chief at Hus & Bolig, a 
magazine about houses and property. In 2013 she was honoured for her work by The Norwegian Specialised Press Association.

Sæther has written several books about arts and crafts, and also designs for some Norwegian magazines. Making Cushions and Pillows is 
her first book published outside Norway. She is creating original and visually striking craft in a Scandinavian-influenced tradition.
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Don’t Forget
 50% OFF all PRE-PUBLICATION orders 

march 2019

SEND ORDERS TO: Search Press, Wellwood, North Farm Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, TN2 3DR or email sales@searchpress.comORDER FORM

Tel: 01892 510850 Fax: 01892 515903 Email: sales@searchpress.com

Account Name: Account Number: 

To receive your 50% discount please use promo code: PrePub50. 
If you’re ordering online please enter the promo code in special instructions 
at check out, if you’re ordering via telephone or post please quote the promo 

code on the order.

Terms and conditions: Pre-publication offer is ONLY valid on orders with the promo code PrePub50 and is only valid up until publication. Discount applies to stand-
ard terms only. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers or discounts. Please note this discount will replace your standard terms, it is not added on top 

and will only apply to this title. Offer EXCLUDES direct despatch accounts.

Follow us on:

How to Paint Watercolours
JEREMY FORD

Publication February 2019 (Reissue)
Price £8.99
ISBN 9781782217459
Format Paperback 292 x 216 mm
Extent 64 pages
Illustrations 200 Colour illustrations
Publisher Search Press
Classification Watercolour
BIC CODE/S WFA, AFCC
SALES REGIONS WORLD

Description
Jeremy Ford is a master-artist who will show you how to paint beautiful watercolour pictures, starting from initial sketches, through 
simple techniques to completed pictures, ready for display. A reissue of the best-selling How to Paint Water Colour, this book includes 
three comprehensive step-by-step demonstrations and covers a range of subjects from flower portraits to landscapes. Jeremy examines 
the various materials needed; selecting paper, paints, brushes and other painting equipment. A simple colour theory section eliminates 
any mysteries about watercolour paint. 

Key Selling Points
Benefit from the tips and techniques Jeremy has picked up over the years painting in watercolour
Jeremy makes colour theory more accessible to beginners
The previous edition sold over 43,000 copies

About The Author
Jeremy Ford studied graphic design at the Southport College of Art, and Illustration at the Harrow College of Art. He has been a 
freelance illustrator, artist, demonstrator and teacher since 1978 and has illustrated a wide variety of books and greetings cards. He lives 
in Yorkshire and runs popular painting workshops and holidays.

Related Titles

9781844482665 9781782211167
9781782216261 9781782216278 9781782215103

Search Press Ltd, Wellwood, North Farm Road,Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 3DR
Tel: 01892 510850 Fax: 01892 515903 Email: sales@searchpress.com Web: www.searchpress.com
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Publication October  2014

Winter Knits Made Easy
40 Fabulous Patterns

Price £16.99

Format Hardback 235 x 195mm

ISBN 9781409352945

Extent 256 pages

Publisher Dorling Kindersley
Illustrations 200 Illustrations, color

Classification WFBS
Series

Winter Knits is packed with 40 easy knitting projects alongside knitting patterns that make cable, fair isle, and
textured knitting accessible to everyone. Step-by-step tutorials for knitting stitches explain how to knit, and are
followed by straightforward practice projects.
Winter Knits includes desirable patterns, from how to kit a hat to how to a sweater to keep the entire family
toasty and warm through the winter months. Learn all the tools and techniques you need to knit luxury bed
socks or a cute bobble hat. From cables and twists to circular knitting and casting on, each technique comes
with a practice project such as cushions, beanies or socks, where you can try out the new skill and create your
very own project.
After you've mastered the basics create cosy gloves, warm blankets or even newborn mittens, perfect for
personal gifts or keeping warm all winter!
Whether you want to learn how to knit, master knitting stitches or try out perfect patterns Winter Knits is the
perfect knitting guide.

• Packed with easy but desirable knitting patterns, plus yarn samples and colourways
• Step-by-step tutorials have crystal-clear instructions and close-up photography to help you while you knit
• Perfect for beginners: each technique is accompanied by a simple project to practice this new skill

Description

Key Selling Points

Quick Icelandic Knits

Gunn Birgirsdottir

9781782210481

Knitting for the Absolute
Beginner

Alison Dupernex

9781844488735

Dutch Traditional Ganseys

Stella Ruhe

9789058778987
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